Abstract The "effective" rigidity of a neutron monitor for a ground-level enhancement (GLE) event is defined so that the event-integrated fluence of solar energetic protons with rigidity above it is directly proportional to the integral intensity of the GLE as recorded by a polar neutron monitor, within a wide range of solar energetic-proton spectra. This provides a direct way to assess the integral fluence of a GLE event based solely on neutron-monitor data. The effective rigidity/energy was found to be 1.13 -1.42 GV (550 -800 MeV). A small model-dependent, systematic uncertainty in the value of the effective rigidity is caused by uncertainties in the low-energy range of the neutron-monitor yield function, which requires more detailed computations of the latter.
Introduction
Even in the era of direct measurements of cosmic rays by space-borne instruments, including such sophisticated, dedicated missions as the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS: Aguilar et al., 2015) and the Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA: Adriani et al., 2014) , ground-based instruments remain the most important tool for monitoring cosmic-ray variability. The most useful is the world-wide network of neutron monitors (NMs), which routinely measures the secondary nucleonic component of a cascade induced by energetic cosmic-ray particles in the Earth's atmosphere. The NM data recorded all over the world are collected in the Neutron Monitor Database (nmdb.eu) and are nearly instantly available online (Mavromichalaki et al., 2011) . However, the NM Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory, University of Oulu, Finland is an energy-integrated device that cannot directly measure the energy spectrum of cosmicray particles (Shea and Smart, 2000; Simpson, 2000) . For a fast analysis of the cosmic-ray variability as recorded by such an integral instrument, it is useful to know its characteristic energy. Sometimes a fixed energy, e.g. 10 GeV (Belov, 2000) , or the so-called median energy (Ahluwalia and Fikani, 2007) , which halves the differential response function of the NM to galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), is considered as the characteristic energy of a NM. However, these approaches are very inaccurate, since the median energy varies over the solar cycle and thus cannot be a parameter of the detector itself. As an alternative, the concept of the "effective" energy of a NM to detect GCRs has been introduced by Alanko et al. (2003) and was further developed by Asvestari et al. (2017b) . It is defined as the energy at which the variability of GCRs is proportional to the recorded NM count rates. The effective energy of a polar NM to detect GCRs was found to be 10 -12 GeV.
In contrast to the permanently existing flux of GCRs, modulated by solar activity during the solar magnetic cycle, there are sporadic solar eruptive events, when a massive bulk of solar energetic particles (SEPs) can bombard the Earth. The energy of SEPs can at times be sufficiently high to initiate an atmospheric cascade, and such events can be measured on the ground by NMs, leading to a special class of ground-level enhancement (GLE) events (Shea and Smart, 2012 ). The energy spectrum of SEP particles is much softer than that of GCRs, and it is apparent that the effective energy defined for GCRs is not applicable for the GLE events. It is not even obvious that such an effective energy should exist for the GLE detection by NMs. Here we estimate for the first time the effective energy of a standard sea-level polar NM to a GLE and discuss its applicability to the real data.
The Concept of "Effective" Rigidity
The spectrum of solar protons in the energy range typical for a GLE (i.e. as recorded by NMs) is often described by a power law over the proton rigidity (Shea and Smart, 2012) . Accordingly, in this study we first considered the integral GLE omnidirectional proton fluence [F : cm −2 ] in the following form
where γ is the spectral index, R is the proton rigidity, defined as
where E is the proton's kinetic energy, and E r = 0.938 GeV is the proton rest mass. The spectral index γ of the integral fluence takes values between four and eight for GLE events (Raukunen et al., 2018) . The (integrated over the entire event) response of a NM to a GLE can be presented, assuming an isotropic flux of SEPs, as
where R c is the local geomagnetic rigidity cutoff (e.g. Cooke et al., 1991) , and D(R) is the differential response function (Dorman, 2004) , Mangeard et al. (2016a, Ma16) . where dF/dR is the differential spectrum of energetic particles, and Y p is the so-called NM yield function for protons (e.g. Clem and Dorman, 2000) . The yield function [Y p (R) ] is defined as the response of a standard NM to the unity fluence of protons with rigidity R.
Here we use the two yield functions recently provided by Mishev, Usoskin, and Kovaltsov (2013) and by Mangeard et al. (2016a) , called Mi13 and Ma16, respectively. Both were obtained as a result of full Monte Carlo simulations of the nucleonic atmospheric cascade caused by primary energetic protons. They are currently the most accurate theoretical NM yield functions (Gil et al., 2015; Mangeard et al., 2016b) , but have some slight differences between each other, especially in the low-energy range. These yield functions are shown in Figure 1 for a standard sea-level NM64 neutron monitor. The differential response functions are shown in Figure 2 for the power-law spectrum of SEP Equation 1 and the sea-level NM yield function according to Mi13. The curves are normalized to the unity total response of a polar NM (the area below the curves). The median rigidity, which halves the NM response, is denoted by the black dots. Sometimes (e.g. Bieber et al., 2013; Moraal and Caballero-Lopez, 2014) , the median rigidity/energy is used to characterize the sensitivity of NM to SEP, but it clearly strongly depends on the spectral shape of SEPs and thus cannot be a characteristic of the detector. S.A. Koldobskiy et al. Here we search for the so-called effective rigidity/energy of a NM for GLE protons. The effective rigidity [R eff ] is defined so that the integral NM response to GLE protons [N ] is directly proportional to the total GLE fluence of protons with rigidity above R eff , regardless of the exact spectrum of protons:
where K eff is (nearly) constant in the entire range of realistic GLE proton spectra. We consider the coefficient
which is the ratio of the proton integral fluence [F ] given by Equation 1 and the NM response [N ] calculated using Equation 3. Figure 3a depicts the dependence of K on the rigidity [R] computed for a polar sea level NM by applying the Mi13 yield function. A specific value of the proton rigidity is clearly found, where all of the curves intercept. This implies that the value of K does not depend on the spectral index [γ ] for this rigidity. This rigidity value corresponds to the effective rigidity [R eff ]. In order to quantify the search for the effective rigidity, we considered the quantity K/ K as the merit function to be minimized. For a given value of R, K is defined as the standard deviation of the K-values (the vertical range of different curves shown in Figure 3) , and K is the mean K-value. The dependence of K/ K on R is shown in Figure 4 and depicts a clear minimum, which corresponds to the effective rigidity R eff . The K-values at the effective rigidity remain constant, within the 10% (± 5%) interval, on the spectral index. This minimum K/ K serves as the uncertainty of the K-value. The R eff -value was found to be 1.46 GV (or approximately 800 MeV of the kinetic energy of the proton) for the Mi13 yield function. For the Ma16 yield function, the value was R eff = 1.13 GV (540 MeV of kinetic energy). The parameters (effective rigidity and energy, the proportionality coefficient K eff , and its uncertainty) are listed in Table 1 .
The calculations performed above validate the concept of "effective" rigidity, for which the integral fluence of an SEP/GLE event can be simply estimated from the NM count rate. The above consideration was, however, based on an oversimplified assumption of the purely . The red curves correspond to a simple power-law spectrum (Figure 3a) , while the dashed-blue curves correspond to the realistic GLE spectra (Figure 3b) . Panels a and b correspond to the NM yield functions according to Mishev, Usoskin, and Kovaltsov (2013) and Mangeard et al. (2016a) , respectively. power-law shape of the SEP spectrum Equation 1, which is known to be unrealistic. In the next section we study the concept of effective rigidity using more realistic spectra of GLE events for the last decades.
Application to Realistic GLE Spectra
Strong SEP events with hard spectra can be detected by ground-based NMs and are called GLEs. Seventy-two GLE events (see an official list at the International GLE Database gle.oulu.fi) are currently listed, of which integral spectra were reconstructed for 59 events (Tylka and Dietrich, 2009; Raukunen et al., 2018) using ground-based and space-borne measurements. Rigidity integral fluences (spectrum over the entire event) were reconstructed in the form of a Band function (Band et al., 1993) , where the omnidirectional event-integrated fluence [F ] of an SEP event [particles cm −2 ] can be represented as a broken power-law shape (softer at higher and harder at lower rigidities) with an exponential junction in be-S.A. Koldobskiy et al.
Figure 5
Relationship between K-coefficients (per 1NM64) and the Band function high-rigidity power-law index γ 2 for 59 analyzed GLE events using three different values of the rigidity, as denoted in the legend (1.46 GV corresponds to R eff ) and applying the Mi13 yield function.
tween:
where J 0 is an overall fluence normalization coefficient, γ 1 and γ 2 are the two power-law indices, R 0 is the characteristic rigidity, and R 1 = (γ 2 − γ 1 ) R 0 is the breakpoint rigidity. The coefficients J 0 , γ 1 , γ 1 , and R 0 were taken from Raukunen et al. (2018) , where they were obtained as a result of the Band-function fit to available ground-based and space-borne data. The validity of the Band-function parameterization of a GLE integral fluence has been verified by Asvestari et al. (2017a) using data from space-borne PAMELA data for GLE 71 of 17 May 2012. We repeated the analysis of the effective rigidity, as described in Section 2, but now applying realistic spectra corresponding to measured GLE events rather than an oversimplified power-law shape (Equation 1). The relationship between the proportionality coefficient K and the particle rigidity is shown in Figure 3b for the 59 analyzed spectra. While the shape of the relations is not a power law, there is a clear indication of an effective rigidity at about 1.5 GV, where all of the curves cross. The determination of the effective rigidity is shown in Figure 4 with blue-dashed curves. Values of both R eff and K/K appear close to those for the pure power-law case, suggesting that the effective rigidity is defined quite robustly against the exact spectral shape. The corresponding values are listed in Table 1 .
In order to illustrate how the concept of effective rigidity works, we show in Figure 5 the dependence of the proportionality coefficient K on γ 2 (the high-rigidity index of the Band-function approximation) for different values of rigidity R. The dependence is nearly flat, within the range of 7 % for the effective rigidity of 1.46 GV. However, even a slight change in rigidity distorts the dependence significantly and systematically.
As a final test for the effective-rigidity concept, we show in Figure 6 a relation between the integral fluence above the effective rigidity F (> R eff ) and the measured integral intensity (Asvestari et al., 2017a) for all of the analyzed GLE events. The black and red dots correspond to the values of R eff = 1.46 GV and 1.14 GV as defined for the Mi13 and Ma16 yield functions, respectively. The two dependencies are quite clearly linear, but are slightly offset because of the different values of R eff . The squared Pearson's correlation coefficient r 2 is 0.96 and 0.94 for the Mi13 and Ma16 yield functions, respectively, implying that the former provides a non-significantly better agreement. While the overall agreement is good, some points lie essentially off the main dependence. This is likely related to GLE events with two distinguishable phases observed: a first prompt GLE phase, which is followed by a delayed component, the so-called energetic storm particle phase or ESP (Raukunen et al., 2018) . We note that the majority of the analyzed events have only the GLE main phase. For such two-phase events (GLEs 43, 59, 62, and 65) , only the first GLE phase was taken into account. As a result, the integral fluence may be somewhat underestimated for these events. For GLE 42, with a very anisotropic first phase, the ESP phase was also considered for computations of the integral fluence.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have shown that an effective rigidity [R eff ] of a neutron monitor exists that is defined so that the event-integrated fluence of solar energetic protons with rigidity above it [F (> R eff )] for a GLE event is directly proportional to the integral intensity of the GLE as recorded by a polar neutron monitor Equation 5. This definition is robust, and the direct relation works within a wide range of the solar energetic proton spectra, including both simple theoretical models and realistic estimates for historical GLE events. This provides a direct way to perform a fast and accurate assessment of the integral fluence of a GLE event based solely on the recorded enhancement of a NM. The exact value of the effective rigidity for a polar neutron monitor was found to be between 1.13 -1.43 GV (540 -760 MeV of the proton kinetic energy) and the K-coefficient 4.95 -6.2 (cm 2 count) −1 for realistic spectra and polar NM (see Table 1 ). The effective rigidity/energy is significantly higher than that of cosmogenic isotope production for GLE events (≈ 200 MeV, see Kovaltsov et al., 2014) . This is because cosmogenic isotopes ( 10 Be and 14 C) are mostly produced in the stratosphere, while the development of a full cascade reaching the ground, and thus higher rigidity/energy of primary particles, is required to cause a GLE event.
We note that the result (exact values of R eff and K eff ) is slightly model dependent because of a difference between the NM yield-functions in the low-energy range (Figure 1) , which is known but whose origin is unclear. This discrepancy introduces a slight (within ± 10%) systematic uncertainty in the result, and more detailed studies of the NM yield function in the low-energy range are necessary to resolve this discrepancy.
